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Abstract 

We tested whether COVID-19 incidence and hospitalization rates during the Delta 

variant-related surge were inversely related to vaccination coverage among the 112 most 

populous counties in the United States, together comprising 44 percent of the country’s total 

population. We measured vaccination coverage as the percent of the county population fully 

vaccinated as of July 15, 2021. We measured COVID-19 incidence as the number of confirmed 

cases per 100,000 population during the 14-day period ending August 12, 2021 and 

hospitalization rates as the number of confirmed COVID-19 admissions per 100,000 population 

during the same 14-day period. In log-linear regression models, a 10-percentage-point increase in 

vaccination coverage was associated with a 28.3% decrease in COVID-19 incidence (95% 

confidence interval, 16.8 - 39.7%), a 44.9 percent decrease in the rate of COVID-19 

hospitalization (95% CI, 28.8 - 61.0%), and a 16.6% decrease in COVID-19 hospitalizations per 

100 cases (95% CI, 8.4 - 24.8%). Inclusion of demographic covariables, as well as county-

specific diabetes prevalence, did not weaken the observed inverse relationship with vaccination 

coverage. A significant inverse relationship between vaccination coverage and COVID-19 deaths 

per 100,000 during August 20 – September 16 was also observed. The cumulative incidence of 

COVID-19 through June 30, 2021, a potential indicator of acquired immunity due to past 

infection, had no significant relation to subsequent case incidence or hospitalization rates in 

August. Higher vaccination coverage was associated not only with significantly lower COVID-

19 incidence during the Delta surge, but also significantly less severe cases of the disease. 
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Introduction 

By the second week of July 2021, the fast-spreading Delta variant had been detected in 

more than 99 percent of all SARS-CoV-2 viral isolates reported in the United States.1 While the 

Delta-driven surge in COVID-19 cases in the U.S. initially appeared to have been concentrated 

in places with relatively low vaccination rates,2-4 by early August there were reports of emerging 

hot spots in highly vaccinated parts of the country.5 By mid-August, breakthrough infections in 

fully vaccinated individuals,6 in part the result of a diminution over time in vaccine 

effectiveness,7 8 had risen in some places to as high as 30 percent of all reported cases.9 Fully 

vaccinated individuals, once infected with the Delta variant, were found to be capable of 

transmitting their infections to others,10 though their viral load and duration of infectivity were 

found to be lower than that of unvaccinated infected individuals.11 

In view of these developments, we conducted an observational, cross-sectional analysis 

of the relation between vaccination coverage and COVID-19 disease rates among counties in the 

United States during the Delta-driven surge. Specifically, we tested whether COVID-19 

incidence and hospitalization rates during the two weeks ending August 12 were inversely 

related to the percentage of the population fully vaccinated by mid-July 2021. To avoid 

comparing small rural counties with large urban centers, we concentrated on the 112 largest 

counties, each with a population over 600,000, and together with a combined total population of 

147 million persons, or about 44 percent of the entire U.S. population. 

Data and Methods 

Data 
Principal Analyses. Our data derive principally from the COVID-19 Community Profile 

Report maintained at healthdata.gov.12 The Counties tab in the spreadsheet for 8/12/2021 gave 

the incidence of COVID-19 cases per 100,000 during the most recent and the previous 7-day 

periods, from which we calculated the 14-day cumulative incidence. The spreadsheets for 

8/5/2021 and 8/12/2021 gave the numbers of confirmed COVID-19 hospitalizations for the two 

previous 7-day periods, from which we computed county-specific 14-day hospital admission 

rates per 100,000. We also computed the number of COVID-19 hospital admissions per 100 

cases, which we defined as 100 times the hospital admission rate divided by the incidence rate. 
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We similarly relied on the Counties tab in the spreadsheet for 7/15/2021 to extract the 

county-specific percentage of the population fully vaccinated as of that date. Since vaccination 

coverage for Texas was omitted from the Community Profile Report, we supplemented our 

database with state-specific data compiled by the Democrat and Chronicle as of 7/14/21.13 

These sources, taken together, provided us with one independent variable – the 

vaccination coverage in each county as of mid-July – and three dependent variables – 14-day 

COVID-19 incidence, 14-day COVID-19 hospital admission rates, and COVID-19 hospital 

admissions per 100 cases – in each county for the period ending August 12. These variables 

together served as the basis of our principal regression analyses, described below. 

Ancillary Analyses. In a series of ancillary analyses, we considered two additional 

dependent variables: (1) the test positivity rate, defined as the 14-day incidence of COVID-19 

divided by the total number of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) diagnostic tests for COVID-19 

during the same 14-day period ending 8/12/21; and (2) the COVID-19 death rate, defined as the 

cumulative number of deaths from COVID-19 per 100,000 population recorded during the 4-

week interval from 8/20 through 9/14/21. The data underlying the test positivity rate were 

derived from the 8/12/21 spreadsheet, while the data underlying the death rate were derived from 

the 8/19/21 and 9/14/21 spreadsheets of the COVID-19 Community Profile Report. 

In our ancillary analyses, we also considered the following additional independent 

variables: (1) the cumulative number of confirmed COVID-19 cases per 100 population in each 

county as of 6/20/2021; (2) the fraction of the county population aged 65 years or more; (3) the 

fraction of the county population reported as non-Hispanic black; (4) the fraction of the county 

population reported as Hispanic; (5) the Center for Disease Control’s (CDC’s) Social 

Vulnerability Index (SVI) for each county;14 and (6) the prevalence of diabetes among persons 

aged 20 year or more in each county in 2018. Cumulative confirmed cases through 6/20/21 were 

computed from the New York Times and New York City Department of Public Health 

databases.15 16 Diabetes prevalence was derived from the CDC’s Diabetes Atlas.17 The remaining 

independent variables were derived from the 8/12/21 spreadsheet of the COVID-19 Community 

Profile Report. 

Statistical Methods 
Principal Analyses. In our principal analyses, we identified 112 counties with population 

at last 600,000. These counties are mapped in Fig. A1 in Appendix A and enumerated in the 
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accompanying legend. While these 112 counties represented only 3.4% of the total of 3,272 

counties enumerated in the COVID-19 Community Profile Report, their combined population of 

147 million represented 44.4% of the total U.S. population of 331 million. 

We first conducted a descriptive analysis of the data. To that end, we divided our study 

sample of 112 counties into 56 counties in the lower half and 56 counts in the upper half of the 

distribution of vaccination coverage. We computed the means for each of the three dependent 

variables in both the lower and upper halves and then relied on the t-test based upon unequal 

variances to assess differences in group means. 

We then conducted a cross-sectional regression analysis of the sample of 112 counties, 

where each county constituted a distinct observation. We employed ordinary least squares (OLS) 

to estimate the parameters (𝛼, 𝛽)	of the log-linear model log 𝑌 = 𝛼 + 	𝛽	𝑋, where 𝑌 is the 

dependent variable of interest in each county (that is, COVID-19 incidence, COVID-19 

hospitalization rate, or the hospitalization-case ratio) and 𝑋 represents the corresponding 

vaccination coverage in that county. In our results below, we report these estimates as Model 1. 

We also estimated the same log-linear model by population-weighted least squares (reported as 

Model 2). We further estimated the model log 𝑌 = 𝛼 + 	𝛽	𝑋 +	𝜇!" +	𝜇#$ , where 𝜇!" and  𝜇#$, 

respectively, are binary parameters indicating whether the county was one of the 10 located in 

Florida or one of the 11 located in Texas (Model 3). We specifically focused counties in these 

two large, populous states as they were reported to have especially high rates of infection and 

hospitalization during the Delta variant-driven surge.18-21 

Ancillary Analyses. We conducted several ancillary analyses to test the robustness of our 

principal findings. First, we re-estimated the regressions in Models 1 through 3 with a larger, 

alternative database of 138 counties with population 500,000 or more. Second, utilizing the 

original database of 112 counties, we re-estimated the regressions in Models 1–3 on two 

alternative dependent variables: the test positivity rate; and the death rate. Third, utilizing the 

original database of 112 counties, we estimated an expanded model (Model 4) with the 

specification log 𝑌 = 𝛼 + 	𝛽	𝑋 + 	𝛾𝑍 , where the covariate 𝑍 represented any one of the six 

additional independent variables enumerated above. 

Table A1 in the Appendix enumerates the 26 additional counties included in our 

alternative database of 138 counties. Table A2 in the Appendix displays the summary statistics 

for all variables utilized in our regression models on the main 112-county database. 
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Results 

Principal Analyses 
The median vaccination coverage across all 112 counties was 49.95 percent. Thus, the 

lower half of the distribution consisted of 56 counties with a vaccination coverage below 49.95 

percent, while the upper half consisted of 56 counties with a vaccination coverage equal to at 

least 49.95 percent. Table 1 gives the mean values of the independent variable and the three 

dependent variables for the lower and upper halves of the sample. The mean coverage of the 

lower half of the distribution was 42.61 percent, while the mean coverage of the upper half was 

57.37 percent. The mean COVID-19 incidence per 100,000 was 543.8 per 100,000 in the lower 

half and 280.6 per 100,000 in the upper half (p < 0.0001 in a t-test of group means with unequal 

variances). The mean COVID-19 hospital admission rate per 100,000 was 55.37 in lower half 

and 20.48 in the upper half (p < 0.0001). The mean number of COVID-19 hospital admissions 

per 100 cases was 8.96 in the lower half and 7.06 in the upper half (p = 0.0037). 

Table 1 below demonstrates significant absolute differences between the lower and upper 

halves in COVID-19 incidence, COVID-19 hospital admission rates, and the number of COVID-

19 hospital admissions per 100 cases. What’s more, the relative difference in hospital admissions 

(55.37 / 20.48 = 2.70) is considerably greater than the relative difference in case incidence 

(543.8 / 280.6 = 1.94), a finding that points to a marked increase in case severity among low-

coverage counties. This conclusion is supported by the significant difference between the two 

halves in the admission-case ratio. 

  

Table 1. Mean Values for the Lower and Upper Halves of the Vaccination Coverage 
Distribution 

Lower or Upper 
Half of 

Distribution 

Vaccination 
Coverage 

COVID-19 
Incidence per 

100,000 

COVID-19 
Hospital 

Admissions per 
100,000 

COVID-19 
Hospital 

Admissions per 
100 Cases 

Lower Half 42.61% 543.8 55.37 8.96 
Upper Half 57.37% 280.6 20.48 7.06 
Significance* p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001 p = 0.0037 
*Based upon t-test of group means with unequal variance. 

 

Fig. 1 below displays a two-way scatterplot of COVID-19 incidence versus vaccination 

coverage in each of the 112 counties. While there is substantial scatter, an inverse relationship is 
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nonetheless evident. The most populous counties in Florida – including Miami-Dade, Palm 

Beach, Hillsborough (including the city of Tampa), Broward (including Fort Lauderdale), 

Orange (including Orlando), Duval (including Jacksonville), and others – display notable 

clustering that suggests a shared determinant. This clustering is not as evident for Texas. While 

the data points for the interior counties of Bexar County (home to San Antonio) and Harris 

County (home to Houston) appear relatively close to each other, the cyan data point for the 

border county of El Paso TX, is situated at the bottom of the plot of Fig. 1. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. COVID-19 Incidence During 7/30 – 8/12/2021 Versus Vaccination Coverage as of 
7/15/2021 in 112 U.S. Counties with Population ≥ 600,000. COVID-19 incidence is measured 
on a logarithmic scale as confirmed cases per 100,000 population. Vaccination coverage is 
measured as percent of population fully vaccinated. Vaccination coverage data for 11 Texas 
counties as of 7/14/2021. Florida counties highlighted in magenta. Texas counties highlighted in 
cyan. Size of data point proportional to county population. 

 

Fig. 2 below plots hospital admission rates versus vaccination coverage. Again, an 

inverse relationship is evident. At one extreme, we observe low-vaccination, high-hospitalization 

counties such as Fulton County, GA (including Atlanta) and Jefferson County, AL (including 
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Birmingham). At the other end, we observe high-vaccination, low-hospitalization counties such 

as Montgomery County, MD (including Rockville and Bethesda), Middlesex County, MA 

(including Cambridge), and King County, WA (including Seattle). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. COVID-19 Hospital Admission Rate During 7/30 – 8/12/2021 Versus Vaccination 
Coverage as of 7/15/2021 in 112 U.S. Counties with Population ≥ 600,000. Hospital 
admission rate is measured on a logarithmic scale as admissions for confirmed cases of COVID-
19 per 100,000 population. Vaccination coverage is measured as percent of population fully 
vaccinated. Vaccination coverage data for 11 Texas counties as of 7/14/2021. Florida counties 
highlighted in magenta. Texas counties highlighted in cyan. Size of data point proportional to 
county population. 

 

Fig. 3 below plots hospital admissions per 100 cases in relation to vaccination coverage. 

While Miami-Dade County appeared to be an outlier in Figs. 1 and 2, with high incidence and 

hospitalization rates, Fig. 3 shows that its hospitalization-to-case ratio, an indicator of case 

severity, is in line with its 58.4 percent vaccination coverage. 
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Fig. 3. COVID-19 Hospital Admissions per 100 Cases During 7/30 – 8/12/2021 Versus 
Vaccination Coverage as of 7/15/2021 in 112 U.S. Counties with Population ≥ 600,000. 
COVID-19 hospital admissions per 100 cases is measured on a logarithmic scale as 100 times 
the ratio of the COVID-19 hospital admissions rate to the COVID-19 incidence rate. Vaccination 
coverage is measured as percent of population fully vaccinated. Vaccination coverage data for 11 
Texas counties as of 7/14/2021. Florida counties highlighted in magenta. Texas counties 
highlighted in cyan. Size of data point proportional to county population. 
 

Table 2 below provides our regression results for each of the three dependent variables. 

The estimated value of 𝛽 = –0.0283 in the top panel means that a 10-percentage-point increase in 

vaccination coverage was associated with a 28.3% decrease in COVID-19 incidence (95% 

confidence interval, 16.8 – 39.7%). The estimated value of 𝛽 = –0.0449 in the top panel means 

that a 10-percentage-point increase in vaccination coverage was associated with a 44.9% 

decrease in COVID-19 hospital admission rates (95% CI, 28.8 – 61.0%), while the estimated 

value of  𝛽 = –0.0166 in the bottom panel means that the same 10-percentage-point increase in 

vaccination coverage was associate with a 16.6% decrease in COVID-19 hospitalizations per 100 

cases (95% CI, 8.4 – 24.8%). The fact that the estimate of 𝛽 displayed in the bottom panel equals 

the difference in the estimates of 𝛽 derived from the other two panels is a direct consequence of 

our log-linear regression specification. 
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Table 2. Model Parameter Estimates for the Three Dependent Variables of Interest* 
COVID-19 Incidence 

Parameter Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
𝛼 7.224 

(0.294) 
7.146 

(0.305) 
6.819 

(0.210) 
𝛽 –0.0283 

(0.0058) 
–0.0254 
(0.0060) 

–0.0237 
(0.0041) 

𝜇!"   1.346 
(0.134) 

𝜇#$   0.588 
(0.128) 

𝑅% 0.179 0.139 0.600 
COVID-19 Hospitalization Rate 

Parameter Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
𝛼 5.438 

(0.413) 
5.314 

(0.425) 
4.860 

(0.290) 
𝛽 –0.0449 

(0.0081) 
–0.0415 
(0.0084) 

–0.0386 
(0.0056) 

𝜇!"   1.861 
(0.185) 

𝜇#$   0.989 
(0.176) 

𝑅% 0.218 0.182 0.634 
Hospital Admissions per 100 Cases 

Parameter Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
𝛼 2.821 

(0.211) 
2.775 

(0.218) 
2.647 

(0.194) 
𝛽 –0.0166 

(0.0041) 
–0.0161 
(0.0043) 

–0.0149 
(0.0038) 

𝜇!"   0.515 
(0.124) 

𝜇#$   0.401 
(0.118) 

𝑅% 0.128 0.114 0.298 
*Standard errors shown in parentheses below each parameter estimate. All estimates 
significantly different from 0 at the level p = 0.001 or lower. 

 
The column corresponding to Model 2 in Table 2 shows insignificant changes in the 

estimated values of 𝛽 when we ran a population-weighted regression rather than ordinary least 

squares. The results in the column corresponding to Model 3 demonstrate that the estimates of 𝛽 

remained significant even when we included the binary indicator variables for Florida and Texas. 
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Ancillary Analyses 
Table A3 in the Appendix displays the results of re-estimation of Models 1 through 3 on 

the alternative, expanded database of 138 counties with population ≥ 500,000. The results were 

virtually identical to those reported in Table 2 above. 

Fig. 4 below displays the relation between the test positivity rate and vaccination 

coverage among the 112 counties in our principal sample. The scatterplot shows an inverse 

relation comparable to that shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 4. COVID-19 Test Positivity During 7/30 – 8/12/2021 Versus Vaccination Coverage as 
of 7/15/2021 in 112 U.S. Counties with Population ≥ 600,000. Test positivity is measured as 
100% × the ratio of confirmed COVID-19 cases to total PCR diagnostic tests performed during 
7/30 – 8/12/21. Vaccination coverage is measured as percent of population fully vaccinated. 
Vaccination coverage data for 11 Texas counties as of 7/14/2021. Florida counties highlighted in 
magenta. Texas counties highlighted in cyan. Size of data point proportional to county 
population. 
 

Table 3 shows the estimates of the parameter 𝛽 for the two alternative dependent 

variables: the test positivity rate; and the death rate. The estimates relating the test positivity to 

the vaccine participation rate were larger in absolute value than those where COVID-19 

incidence as the dependent variable, as shown in Table 2. In particular, the OLS regression of the 
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logarithm of the test positivity rate (Model 1) had a slope 𝛽 = –0.0441, with 95% confidence 

interval (CI) [–0.0556, –0.0325], whereas the corresponding OLS regression of the logarithm of 

the COVID-19 incidence rate had a slope 𝛽 = –0.0283, with 95% CI [–0.0397, –0.0168]. The 

difference between the two estimates of 𝛽 approached statistical significance (two-sided Z-test, 

p = 0.054). 

 

Table 3. Estimates of the Parameter 𝜷 for Two Alternative Dependent Variables* 
Model Test Positivity Rate¶ Death Rate§ 

1 –0.0441 
(0.0058) 

–0.0464 
(0.0089) 

2 –0.0423 
(0.0060) 

–0.0426 
(0.0092) 

3 –0.0407 
(0.0047) 

–0.0386 
(0.0055) 

*Standard errors are shown below each estimate of the parameter 𝛽, relating the logarithm of 
the dependent variable 𝑌 to vaccination coverage 𝑋. 
¶Measured as the ratio of the number of COVID-19 cases to the number of PCR diagnostic 
tests performed during the 2-week period ending 8/12/21, expressed as a percentage.  
§Measured as the number of COVID-19 deaths per 100,000 population during the 4-week 
period from 8/20 through 9/14/21. 

 
As further indicated in Table 3, the estimates of the parameter 𝛽 relating the death rate to 

the vaccine participation rate were all different from zero at the significance level p < 0.001. The 

estimate of 𝛽 in Model 3, where binary indicators for Florida and Texas were included, was 

somewhat lower, principally because Florida counties had a more than double the COVID-19 

death rate (𝜇!" = 2.32, with 95% CI [1.96, 2.68]). 

Figure 5 shows estimates of the parameter 𝛽 under Model 4 (log 𝑌 = 𝛼 + 	𝛽	𝑋 + 𝛾𝑍), 

where the dependent variable 𝑌 was the logarithm of the COVID-19 hospital admission rate, and 

where the additional covariate 𝑍 was one of six independent variables. The datapoint at the 

extreme left corresponds to the base case (Model 1) where the covariate 𝑍 was omitted. In all 

cases, the estimate of 𝛽 was significantly different from zero at the level p < 0.001. While the 

point estimate of 𝛽 was somewhat lower in absolute value when the social vulnerability index or 

diabetes prevalence were included as covariates, none of the estimates of 𝛽 were significantly 

different from the base-case estimate with no covariate. For diabetes prevalence, a two-sided Z-

test of the difference in 𝛽’s gave p = 0.462. 
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Fig. 5. Effect of Including Covariates 𝒁 on the Estimated Coefficients 𝜷 in Models of the 
Hospitalization Rate. We repeatedly estimated Model 4 (log 𝑌 = 𝛼 + 	𝛽	𝑋 + 𝛾𝑍), where 𝑌 
denotes COVID-19 hospital rate per 100,000 population in each county, 𝑋 denotes the 
corresponding vaccination coverage, and 𝑍 denotes a county-specific covariate. Each datapoint 
corresponds to the absolute value of the estimated parameter 𝛽. The error bars indicate the 95% 
confidence intervals. The datapoint at the extreme left corresponds to the base case (Model 1) 
where the covariate 𝑍 was omitted. 
 

Table A4 in the Appendix shows the corresponding estimates of the parameter 𝛾 under 

Model 4, where both the dependent variable 𝑌 and the additional covariate 𝑍 were varied. The 

cumulative number of COVID-19 cases per 100 persons through 6/30/21 had no significant 

effect on any of the dependent variables. What’s more, the number of cumulative confirmed 

cases per 100 population in the 10 Florida counties was indistinguishable from that of the 

remaining counties (t-test of group means with unequal variance, p = 0.49). The fraction 

Hispanic had a significant positive effect on both COVID-19 incidence and the hospitalization 

rate. The SVI score and diabetes prevalence had significant positive effects on both the 

hospitalization rate and the hospitalizations per 100 cases. 
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Discussion 

Numerous factors could have contributed to the substantial scatter of the datapoints seen 

in Figs. 1 through 3. In our ancillary analyses, we attempted to control for county-specific 

differences in demographic characteristics, as well as the prevalence of diabetes, a strong 

predictor of COVID-19 case severity.22 Apart from these factors, it is possible that differences in 

public policies, including prohibition of mandates on vaccination and mask-wearing in schools 

and workplaces in certain states, may have been contributory.23 A critical limitation of the 

current study is that the COVID-19 Community Profile Report, maintained at healthdata.gov,12 

does not provide a detailed breakdown of our county-specific data on vaccination coverage, 

COVID-19 incidence and hospitalization rates by age group. Still, the persistence of clearly 

detectable differences between low- and high-vaccination counties – even with the low 𝑅% 

statistics seen in the regression results in Table 2 – points to an important, identifiable deterrent 

effect of vaccinations on disease spread during the Delta surge. 

Our analysis focused on the most populous counties in the U.S., comprising 44.4% of the 

total population. We excluded less populous, rural counties, where transmission dynamics are 

likely to be quite different,24 and where smaller population denominators tend to result in higher 

sampling variability. We thus avoided the pitfall of drawing biased conclusions from the study of 

rural and urban counties combined.25 While our choice of a population cutoff of 600,000 

inhabitants is necessarily arbitrary, our principal results remained unchanged when we expanded 

our database by lowering the cutoff to 500,000 (Appendix Table A3). 

While there is evidence that as many as one-third of COVID-19 suffers have no 

detectable antibodies against SARS-CoV-2,26 it is likely that those who experienced a 

sufficiently high viral load during their illness have acquired some degree of natural immunity. 

In that case, we would expect to observe a protective effect of higher rates of past infection on 

COVID-19 incidence and hospitalizations, even taking vaccination coverage into account. Yet 

the cumulative prevalence of confirmed COVID-19 infection had no significant effect on any of 

our principal dependent variables (Appendix Table A4). Nor did its inclusion in our regression 

Model 4 attenuate the effect of vaccination coverage (Fig. 5). 

Counts of confirmed cases based on voluntary testing of symptomatic individuals are 

known to have significantly understated actual numbers of SARS-CoV-2 infections 27 28 This 

consideration at least raises the possibility that the extent of ascertainment of COVID-19 
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infections could be inversely correlated with a county’s vaccination coverage. The respective 

parameter estimates of 𝛽 in Model 1 (log 𝑌 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑋) were –0.0283 when the dependent 

variable 𝑌 was the COVID-19 incidence rate (Table 2) and –0.0441 when the dependent variable 

was the test positivity rate (Table 3). The fact that the former estimate of 𝛽 is algebraically 

greater than the latter implies that counties with higher vaccination coverage have performed 

more testing per capita. To maintain that an ascertainment bias is a valid explanation for the 

significant inverse relation seen in Fig. 1, one would have to posit that counties with higher 

vaccination coverage have been more aggressive in testing uninfected individuals while 

somehow detecting fewer infected individuals. 

Our finding that COVID-19 death rates are inversely related to vaccination coverage 

needs is consistent with our results on hospitalization rates. Still, there is a substantial, highly 

variable delay between initial diagnosis and death, with the mean lag time for the original 

coronavirus on the order of 16 days.29 30 While the Delta variant appears to have a shorter 

incubation time from infection to symptoms,31 the time from symptoms to death is less well 

characterized. We measured COVID-19 incidence and hospitalization during 7/30 – 8/12/21, an 

observation interval starting two weeks after the mid-July cutoff date for ascertaining vaccination 

coverage. To accommodate the variable delay in mortality, we measured subsequent deaths 

during 8/20 – 9/16/21. However, we cannot be confident of a one-to-one mapping between cases 

diagnosed during 7/30 – 8/12/21 and deaths that occurred during 8/20 – 9/16/21. 

Our scatterplots (Figs. 1 and 2) and regression results (Table 2, Model 3) suggest that the 

10 Florida counties may be outliers, with rates of COVID-19 infections and hospitalizations 

significantly above the level expected for their observed vaccination coverage. Our finding that 

cumulative infections through 6/30/21 did not predict subsequent COVID-19 incidence 

(Appendix Table A4) fails to support the hypothesis that Florida’s high rates of  infection and 

hospitalization have been the result of a lower level of pre-existing, acquired population 

immunity. Further research on the impact of Florida’s statewide policies is needed. 

The log-linear specification of our regression models implies that incremental increases 

in vaccination coverage have the strongest protective effect at low baseline rates of vaccination 

coverage. Given the parameter estimates of 𝛼 = 0.7724 and 𝛽 = 0.0283 in Model 1 (as shown in 

Table 2), an increase in vaccination coverage from 10 to 20 percent of the population would 

reduce the 14-day COVID-19 incidence by 255 per 100,000. By contrast, an increase in coverage 
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from 50 to 60 percent would reduce 14-day incidence by 82 per 100,000. This built-in 

nonlinearity is consistent with the predictions of a variety of compartmental models of infectious 

disease propagation.32 Still, our non-parametric descriptive analysis comparing the lower and 

upper halves of the vaccination coverage distribution makes clear that our results do not depend 

on the specification of a particular parametric model. 

Our results do not bear directly on the existence or extent of breakthrough infections 

among vaccinated individuals, or on the capacity of such individuals to transmit their infections 

to others. Nor do they shed light on the question of waning vaccine effectiveness. They do 

suggest, however, that these phenomena are not sufficiently important on a large scale to 

completely attenuate the inverse relationship between COVID-19 incidence and vaccination 

coverage seen here. Our findings add large-scale, population-level evidence to the growing body 

of individual-level studies concluding that vaccination remains highly effective in preventing 

severe disease.33 34 

In view of the persistence of a critical mass of unvaccinated individuals throughout the 

United States, complete elimination of COVID-19 in the foreseeable future is simply not in the 

offing. The more realistic short-term goal is to reduce disease severity. Our quantitative findings 

indicate that even a marginal increase in vaccination coverage would substantially reduce the 

proportion of infected individuals who end up in the hospital. That, in turn, would markedly 

reduce the strain on the country’s healthcare resources that was seen during the Delta surge.35-37 
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Appendix 
 
 

 
Fig. A1. 112 U.S. Counties with Population ≥ 600,000. All counties are numbered in accordance with the legend below. State 
boundaries are indicated by the thicker black lines. 
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Legend to Fig. A1. Counties, along with their population in thousands, are listed in alphabetical order. 
 

# County State Pop (000) # County State Pop (000) # County State Pop (000) # County State Pop (000) 

1 Alameda CA           1,671  29 Essex MA              789  57 Maricopa AZ           4,485  85 Prince George's MD              909  

2 Allegheny PA           1,216  30 Essex NJ              799  58 Marion IN              965  86 Providence RI              639  

3 Arapahoe CO              657  31 Fairfax VA           1,148  59 Mecklenburg NC           1,110  87 Queens NY           2,254  

4 Baltimore MD              827  32 Fairfield CT              943  60 Miami-Dade FL           2,717  88 Riverside CA           2,471  

5 Bergen NJ              932  33 Fort Bend TX              812  61 Middlesex MA           1,612  89 Sacramento CA           1,552  

6 Bernalillo NM              679  34 Franklin OH           1,317  62 Middlesex NJ              825  90 Salt Lake UT           1,160  

7 Bexar TX           2,004  35 Fresno CA              999  63 Milwaukee WI              946  91 San Bernardino CA           2,180  

8 Brevard FL              602  36 Fulton GA           1,064  64 Monmouth NJ              619  92 San Diego CA           3,338  

9 Bronx NY           1,418  37 Gwinnett GA              936  65 Monroe NY              742  93 San Francisco CA              882  

10 Broward FL           1,953  38 Hamilton OH              817  66 Montgomery MD           1,051  94 San Joaquin CA              762  

11 Bucks PA              628  39 Harris TX           4,713  67 Montgomery PA              831  95 San Mateo CA              767  

12 Clark NV           2,267  40 Hartford CT              892  68 Montgomery TX              607  96 Santa Clara CA           1,928  

13 Cobb GA              760  41 Hennepin MN           1,266  69 Multnomah OR              813  97 Shelby TN              937  

14 Collin TX           1,035  42 Hidalgo TX              869  70 Nassau NY           1,357  98 Snohomish WA              822  

15 Contra Costa CA           1,154  43 Hillsborough FL           1,472  71 New Haven CT              855  99 St. Louis MO              994  

16 Cook IL           5,150  44 Hudson NJ              672  72 New York NY           1,629  100 Suffolk MA              804  

17 Cuyahoga OH           1,235  45 Jackson MO              703  73 Norfolk MA              707  101 Suffolk NY           1,477  

18 Dallas TX           2,636  46 Jefferson AL              659  74 Oakland MI           1,258  102 Tarrant TX           2,103  

19 Davidson TN              694  47 Jefferson KY              767  75 Ocean NJ              607  103 Travis TX           1,274  

20 DeKalb GA              759  48 Johnson KS              602  76 Oklahoma OK              797  104 Tulsa OK              652  

21 Denton TX              887  49 Kent MI              657  77 Orange CA           3,176  105 Utah UT              636  

22 Denver CO              727  50 Kern CA              900  78 Orange FL           1,393  106 Ventura CA              846  

23 Dist.  Columbia DC              706  51 King WA           2,253  79 Palm Beach FL           1,497  107 Wake NC           1,112  

24 DuPage IL              923  52 Kings NY           2,560  80 Philadelphia PA           1,584  108 Washington OR              602  

25 Duval FL              958  53 Lake IL              697  81 Pierce WA              905  109 Wayne MI           1,749  

26 El Paso CO              720  54 Lee FL              771  82 Pima AZ           1,047  110 Westchester NY              968  

27 El Paso TX              839  55 Los Angeles CA         10,039  83 Pinellas FL              975  111 Will IL              691  

28 Erie NY              919  56 Macomb MI              874  84 Polk FL              725  112 Worcester MA              831  
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Table A1. 26 Additional Counties Included in Ancillary Analysis* 
 

County State Pop (000) County State Pop (000) 
Adams CO              517  Montgomery OH              532  
Anne Arundel MD              579  New Castle DE              559  
Baltimore city MD              593  Pasco FL              554  
Bristol MA              565  Passaic NJ              502  
Camden NJ              506  Plymouth MA              521  
Chester PA              525  Ramsey MN              550  
Dane WI              547  Sedgwick KS              516  
Delaware PA              567  Spokane WA              523  
Greenville SC              524  Stanislaus CA              551  
Guilford NC              537  Summit OH              541  
Jefferson CO              583  Union NJ              556  
Kane IL              532  Volusia FL              553  
Lancaster PA              546  Williamson TX              591  

* Douglas County NE (population 571 thousand) was excluded as no data on COVID-19 incidence were reported in 
the COVID-19 Community Profile Reports during the study period. 
 
 

Table A2. Summary Statistics of Variables Used in the Principal and Ancillary Analyses 
 

Variable No. Obs. Frequency Mean Std. Dev. 
Vaccination Coverage (% Fully Vaccinated as of 
7/15/21) 

112  49.99 9.33 

COVID-19 Incidence (Cases per 100,000 Population 
During 2 Weeks Ending 8/12/21 

112  412.22 307.67 

COVID-19 Hospitalization Rate (Admissions per 
100,000 Population During 2 Weeks Ending 8/12/21 

112  37.93 41.71 

Hospitalizations per 100 Cases (100 × Incidence / 
Hospitalization Rate) 

112  8.01 3.51 

Florida County (Binary Indicator Variable) 112 10   
Texas County (Binary Indicator Variable) 112 11   
Test Positivity Rate (Confirmed Cases per 100 PCR 
Tests Performed During 2 Weeks Ending 8/12/21) 

112  10.63 7.42 

Death Rate (COVID-19 Deaths per 100,000 
Population During 8/20 – 9/14/21) 

112  11.34 16.46 

Cumulative Cases (Confirmed COVID-19 Cases per 
100 Population as of 6/30/2021) 

112  10.00 2.53 

Fraction 65+ (Fraction of Population Aged 65 or 
Older) 

112  0.1513 0.0326 

Fraction Non-Hispanic Black (Fraction of 
Population Reported as Non-Hispanic Black) 

112  0.1519 0.1253 

Fraction Hispanic (Fraction of Population Reported 
as Hispanic) 

112  0.2230 0.1674 

SVI Score (CDC’s Social Vulnerability Index, 
Range 0–1) 

112  0.5180 0.2345 

Diabetes Prevalence (Prevalence of Diabetes per 
100 Persons Aged 20+, 2018) 

106  8.91 1.49 
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Table A3. Model Parameter Estimates for the Three Dependent Variables of Interest: 
Alternative Database of 138 Counties with Population Exceeding 500,000*§ 

COVID-19 Incidence 
Parameter Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

𝛼 7.217 
(0.275) 

7.144 
(0.281) 

6.795 
(0.194) 

𝛽 –0.0291 
(0.0054) 

–0.0259 
(0.0056) 

–0.0242 
(0.0038) 

𝜇!"   1.378 
(0.122) 

𝜇#$   0.687 
(0.121) 

𝑅% 0.173 0.137 0.610 
COVID-19 Hospitalization Rate 

Parameter Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
𝛼 5.430 

(0.378) 
5.317 

(0.386) 
4.849 

(0.261) 
𝛽 –0.0459 

(0.0075) 
–0.0422 
(0.0076) 

–0.0393 
(0.0051) 

𝜇!"   1.870 
(0.164) 

𝜇#$   1.063 
(0.163) 

𝑅% 0.217 0.183 0.644 
Hospital Admissions per 100 Cases 

Parameter Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
𝛼 2.818 

(0.191) 
2.778 

(0.196) 
2.660 

(0.177) 
𝛽 –0.0168 

(0.0038) 
–0.0161 
(0.0043) 

–0.0151 
(0.0035) 

𝜇!"   0.493 
(0.111) 

𝜇#$   0.376 
(0.110) 

𝑅% 0.128 0.115 0.281 
*Standard errors shown in parentheses below each parameter estimate. All estimates 
significantly different from 0 at the level p = 0.001 or lower. 
§Excludes Douglas County NE, population 571,000, for which no data on COVID-19 
incidence were reported. 

 
Note that cum cases had insignificant gamma. Make table of gamma values for all Z’s for 

three models. Table has 3 columns for three dependent variables and 6 rows for each Z. 
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Table A4. Estimates of the Parameter 𝜸 for Model 4 (𝐥𝐨𝐠𝒀 = 𝜶 + 	𝜷𝑿 + 	𝜸𝒁) for Each 
Dependent Variable 𝒀 and Covariate 𝒁* 

 
Covariate (𝑍) 

Dependent Variable (𝑌) 
Incidence Rate 

per 100,000 
Hospitalization 

Rate per 100,000 
Hospitalizations 
per 100 Cases 

Cumulative Cases –0.003 
(0.022) 

0.004 
(0.031) 

0.007 
(0.016) 

Fraction 65+  1.887 
(1.702) 

3.877 
(2.376) 

1.992 
(1.213) 

Fraction Non-Hispanic Black  –0.281 
(0.468) 

0.123 
(0.658) 

0.404 
(0.334) 

Fraction Hispanic  0.707 
(0.317) 

1.089 
(0.443) 

0.383 
(0.229) 

SVI Score  0.344 
(0.246) 

0.830 
(0.339) 

0.486 
(0.172) 

Diabetes Prevalence  0.055 
(0.041) 

0.133 
(0.056) 

0.078 
(0.029) 

* Standard errors in parentheses below each estimate of 𝛾. Estimates significant at the level 
p < 0.05 are shown in boldface. All regressions had a sample size of 𝑁	= 112, except for the 
case where the covariate 𝑍 was Diabetes Prevalence, where 𝑁	= 106. 
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